AGENDA

Note: One hour lunch break at approximately 12:00 noon. Adjourn by 5:00 p.m.

1. Call to order and roll call (Paul Ziemer and Ted Katz)

2. Introductory remarks and review of the agenda (Paul Ziemer)

3. Update on TBD-6000 Findings Matrix and status of each issue.
   a. Issue 1: Follow-up on items from 12/12/09 meeting
   b. Any other outstanding items or questions pertaining to TBD-6000

4. Appendix BB (General Steel Industries) Issues Matrix
   a. Issue 1
      i. NIOSH evaluation of new documents relating to source term, licenses, inspections, and related matters
      ii. Status of Picker X-Ray FB records.
   b. Issue 2
      i. Confirmation from DOL that they have received NIOSH input on the issue of the start date for the covered period
   c. Issues 3-11
      i. Impact of new Issue 1 information on these issues
   d. Review of Petitioner’s April 26, 2010 document (Reasons the TBD-6000 Work Group should recommend an SEC for GSI and that Appendix BB and TBD-6000 need to be revised by NIOSH) and discussion thereof.
   e. Report of interview of a site expert by Paul Ziemer
5. GSI SEC Petition Evaluation Report and SC&A Review Matrix (Note: Refer to October 12, 2009 PA cleared version of Issue Resolution Matrix. All 10 Issues include a NIOSH response and an SC&A reply.)
   a. Issues 1, 2, 3, 5, & 6: Determine impact of new source term evaluation by NIOSH on these issues
   b. Issue 4: Review and discuss SC&A analysis of this issue
   c. Issue 9: Review SC&A statement concerning withdrawal of this finding
   d. Consider related petitioner issues and concerns
   e. Identify path forward or action for each item

6. Review of Bliss & Laughlin Steel SEC Petition ER
   a. Resolve question of petitioner’s having correct version of the ER
   b. SC&A report on interviews with former B&L workers
   c. Determine is formal review and findings matrix is needed for B&L

7. Adjourn